
Resources

Mentoring is not a strong aspect of this culture and many parents grew up without a good role
model. Bookscan be an excellent source of "mentoring" joined with the input of others in your
life. ln reading any book, one always needs to discern God's wisdom from human thought. A
good question to askwhen considering different methods, philosophies, and ideas in raising
children is from James3:17 "the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable,gentle,
reasonable, full of mercy and good fruits, unwavering and without hypocrisy. And the seed
whose fruit is righteousness is sown in peace by those who make peace."

The goal is to find the nugget of help and then IMPLEMENTit. Repeatedly acting with wisdom is
how we gain ground. lt is easy to just acquire tools but never use them, which deceivesus since
we feel better but are not doing better.

When on an airplane, the emergency instructions always say to put on your own oxygen first
before your child's. The relationship books are for putting on your own oxygen. Theseare just a
few of the hundreds of good books available that can help. The second set are specifically for
child raising. The § is after books that I have listened to on Hoopla available free through the
Library. Listening in the car, while walking, cleaning etc. makes taking in all this wisdom and
encouragement a little more possible!

Relationship books

"Total Forgiveness" by R.T. Kendall §
"How to Forgive OurselvesTotally" by R.T. Kendall

These are foundational books to spiritual, emotional, and mental health. The messagein
these books leads to a healthy relationship with God and others. God is your source of help
in parenting.

"A Praying Life" by Paul E Miller§
This is an engaging book on prayer for family life and other needs,with simple, practical

examples of how learning to pray for our children can transform our families. lt is not weighty
or boring!

"The Beauty of Broken" by Elisa Morgan §
This is a challenging, comforting, eye opening book. Elisa shares her journey of going through

the unexpected brokenness in her family and finding the beauty of God's presence comforting
and guiding her and her husband.

"Unoffendable" by Brant Hansen§
This book is funny, deep, challenging and refreshing. Enjoying God and each other is easily

snuffed out by the anger we carry around ready to explode within our marriages and parenting.
This is a great book to help one live free on the inside. I recommend listening to it rather than
reading it because it is read by the author and he does a great job narrating.

"Blessed are the Misfits" by Brant Hansen (audio not available on Hoopla, but it is available
through Overdrive)

Brant is again funny and deep, helping one to draw near to God.
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Parenting books

"The Shapingof a Christian Family" by Elizabeth Eliot
A valuable book of examples and ideas for building a solid, balanced family that is Christ

centered

"Too Small to Ignore" by Wes Stafford §
An amazing book that helps one to step past the stifling influence of American culture to

helping children develop and mature. I didn't want to read it when it was given to me, but I did.
lt was captivating and quickly became a treasure of mine to be revisited many times.

"Have a New Kid by Friday" by Kevin Leman§
I have to confess, I have only read part of the book, but what I did read, I thought was very

good.

"Creative Correction" by Lisa Welchel
I remember this being full of good sound advice. Any book that helps you to start thinking

creatively is helpful! Think outside the box!

"Parenting with Loveand Logic" by FosterW. Cline
I have seen this usedwith great success.I have only read "Teaching with Love and Logic"

which I thought was great! lt usesthe same methods.

"Grace BasedParenting" by Tim Kimmel§
This was an eye-opening book for me. If I had read this before my children were grown, it

would have transformed my parenting. The author looks at a child's true needs past outward
behavior, and presents a practical way to meet those needs. lt has been a while since I read it,
but I remember many real-life examples of dealing with difficult situations.

Discipline

When asked about discipline at the Parenting meeting, I didn't have much to say. Later, I
realized that I was thinking about methods for disciplining rather than the principles that will
help you act wisely regardless of the many methods that could be used.So, the following are
some principles to consider.

• Hebrews 12 speaksof God's discipline.
"they (earthly fathers) disciplined us for a short time as seemed best to them, but He
(God) disciplines us for our good, that we may share in His holiness."
We as parents are inclined to discipline children "because they" did something, but God
disciplines us "so that" we become like Him. If we approach our children ticked off
"because they ...", rather than disciplining them "so that ....", we are more inclined to
look at the deed they did rather than the person we want to help shape them into. If we
are looking at the deed, chancesare we will be angry and be tempted to have an
attitude of, "How dare you!" or "You'll be sorry you did that!" or some other angry
retribution. God's discipline is on our side, for our benefit. Anger communicates that
the parent is against the child. lt communicates rejection. Anger puts the child on the
defense and no one learns in a defense mode. When a child focuses on escaping a
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parent's anger, he just gets sneakier in his rebellion. ln the absence of anger, he needs
to face the consequences of his own choices.

• The next verse says, "All discipline for the moment seems not to be joyful, but
sorrowful; yet to those who have been trained by it, afterwards it yields the peaceful
fruit of righteousness." We all want blessed peace within our homes and within our
hearts. A key word, "trained", points to some important aspects of discipline. lt has to
be consistent.

a) The parents need to be united in the discipline. Disunity and inconsistency are sure
ways to prolong and enforce poor behavior.

b) Also, it needs to be consistent in all environments. lt is easy to overlook unacceptable
behavior when in public, on the phone, at someone else's home etc. This simply trains a
child to misbehave when he knows the parent is preoccupied with others.

c) A parent should take into consideration if the child is tired or hungry, but stress
doesn't mean a child can disobey. Parents often feel embarrassed by a child's behavior
and explain to everyone in earshot that the child is tired, hungry etc. I think that just
teaches the child to make excuses for bad behavior. Consistency is needed.

• When a parent is consistent, things may get worse before they get better. A child may
determine to change a new boundary until he has thoroughly tested it and found out
that the boundary is not moving and that he needs to.

• The parent may be modeling disrespectful or complaining behavior. There are times
that my children have been whiny or combative and as I have asked God for help, He
has opened my eyes to aspects of my own behavior that I was blind to. I distinctly
remember a time when I was getting frustrated with the children often contesting what
I would say. lt wasn't long after I asked God for help, that I realized that whatever my
husband suggested or decided, I had to improve it or question it. I was simply reaping
in their behavior what I was sowing in my attitude and behavior toward my husband.
We often want to change and control our children when we are the ones who need to
change and exercise self-control.

• Be patient, sensitive, and merciful. We are so tempted to be more concerned about
how they are messing up our plans than we are concerned about them. We need to
step back and ask if there is something behind their behavior that we need to take care
of. I have always regretted when I wanted to mold their outward behavior without
considering their inner needs.

• Children feel most secure when they are not the ones in control even though they may
fight for control. One poor mother confessed to me, "I am a prisoner of my child."
Because she always wanted her preschooler to be happy, she had put him in control
and made herself a prisoner of his whims. He was very insecure and though precious, a
bit unpleasant to be around!

• Don't shame or threaten children. Shame is extremely painful and tears down your
relationship. Threatening makes you their enemy. They will find ways to engage in
battle and defeat the enemy.
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• Sow good seeds. If discipline can be compared to pulling out the weeds, sowing good
seeds will do far more in defeating the weeds than pulling them out one by one. ln
raising cows on pasture, we have been taught through the experts that healthy grass
defeats the weeds. Sometimes we have to go after the weeds, but our time and money
should be invested in nurturing healthy grass. A book can be written on the many ways
to sow good seeds in a child's life, but a main one is giving them a time of undistracted
attention. No phones, television etc. Giving them eye contact and focused attention is
important. Sow good seeds.

• Make sure you are giving them age appropriate tasks and you have taken the time to
teach and train them little by little. Many children feel overwhelmed if you tell them to
"clean their room". Have you ever felt overwhelmed and therefore procrastinated or
rebelled? But, if you break the task down into, 111 will pick up the red blocks and you pick
up the blue ones", it may be a good beginning that step by step you cangrow into,
"Cleanyour room".

Our daughter, Sharon, is tutoring an autistic boy in the fourth grade. The dad wisely and
courageously told her to ignore all the work the teachers were sending home for him to
do and to decide how to help him move forward. This boy hated reading with a passion.
Sharon did diagnostic testing and determined that he was at a first-grade reading level.
She then brought many first-grade books and he read one and they discussedit. She
said that he was begging her to read more. He is now an avid reader.

• Calculatewhat you sayand stick to it. Be careful to not paint yourself into a corner.
"Vou are going to sit in your chair until you eat that." What happens when your child is
still sitting there at bedtime? I think some children would spend the night and the next
day at the table and still not eat it.

• Guide your children to be respectful in many little things. Teach them to ask instead of
tell or demand. I know one sweet family where the child often demands things. He can
be trained to say, 11May l...." instead of often saying, 111 will...1 need... l want...". I think
that little difference would help change his attitude. At the parenting class I shared how
I taught my children to say, "Ves Mom. May l. ..." if I gave them a direction but they
wanted to do something different. lt is not, "Yes Mom. I need to play for 5 more
minutes." Or, "Yes, Mom. I will play for 5 more minutes and then come." lt is, "Yes
Mom. May I play for 5 more minutes and then come?" lt may seem small, but it isn't. "I
need" or "I want" or "I will" is unacceptable when they should be saying, "May I". lt is
an attitude changer.

• Parents are amazing! Even though my husband and I raised children, I marvel at the
strength of parents and sometimes wonder how they do it! We all make mistakes, act
selfishly, and miss the target. God is full of mercy and compassion. Receiveit. With a
heart full of mercy, teach, train, and discipline your children. May God fill you with His
wisdom and blessing. May you do an excellent job and then teach other parents!
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